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These high quality, stable and ergonomic laptop trolleys are a simple solution for the well-being and 
productivity of the caregiver. They are made of durable materials and easy to clean.

Laptop Carts - Standard and High-End
With these trolleys for laptops, caregivers can easily 
move their mobile devices to the point of use. 

They are very compact, lightweight and agile. The laptop 
trolleys roll effortlessly across different floor types and fit 
nicely into small work spaces, such as examination rooms 
and offices.

Both models can be equipped with additional 
accessories. The High-End model can additionally be 
fitted with medication drawers and locking mechanisms.

❱ ❱ Ergonomic functionality

This simple, intuitive trolley is designed for sitting or standing use. For users of different 
heights, the height can be adjusted with one easy movement of the hand.
The trolley underwent movement tests with 10,000 cycles, which guarantees trouble-
free height adjustment for at least five years.

❱ ❱ Highly maneuverable and compact

You can effortlessly move the trolley to the point of use. Thanks to the ultra-smooth 
swivel wheels, it moves easily over different floor types.
The trolley has a small footprint and is perfect for rooms and corridors with limited 
space. 
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❱ ❱ Suitable for a diverse range of laptops

The design accommodates most laptops, even widescreen up to 17.3 inches.
The portable sits in lockable, ventilated storage and the notebook bracket prevents 
vibration.

❱ ❱ Plenty of worktop space and a perfect wrist position

Despite its compact footprint, the Laptop trolley offers plenty of free worktop space. 
The backward tilting and left/right 90° rotating keyboard work surface with integrated 
left/right sliding mouse work surface keeps the wrists in a neutral position. This prevents 
injuries and increases comfort.

❱ ❱ Unique cable management system

Thanks to ingenious cable fixing slots, the keyboard and mouse cords are hidden and 
guided into the CPU compartment.
With all cabling hidden away in the CPU compartment, cleaning becomes easy and you 
have a “clean” laptop trolley.
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❱ ❱ Two different models

The Laptop trolleys are available in a Standard and a High-End version.
The table below lists the features of both:

Laptop Cart
Standard  

18018 00034

Laptop Cart  
High End  

18018 XXXXX

Laptop and work surface together 51 cm adjustable in height V V

Secured CPU compartment V V

Spacious work surface: 567 mm W x 502 mm D V V

Mouse and scanner holder V V

Wrist support V V

Backward tilting and left/right 90° rotation of the keyboard work surface V V

Integrated left/right pull-out mouse tray V V

4 swivel castors, of which 2 at the front with a brake V V

Optional accessories V V

CPU locking (Kensington lock) - V

USB hub with 4 ports - V

Additional handle, storage compartment and hook for spiral cable at the rear - V

LED lighting for the keyboard - V

Antimicrobial wrist rest and antimicrobial surface treatment - V

Stronger spring for equipment with medication drawers - V

Possibility of locking the medication drawers - V
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❱ ❱ Laptop Carts - Standard and High-End

❱ ❱ Laptop Carts

Article Number Description Ext. Dimensions*

18018 00034 Laptop Cart - Standard 562 x 728 x 1282 mm

On demand Laptop Cart - High End** 562 x 781 x 1282 mm

Standard article (non-standard articles have a longer delivery time)

* Excluding laptop.
** See separate product sheet for equipping the Laptop Cart High-End with drawers and locks.
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